Y" is not fully adequate for A.A compounds as a subordinate compound like red-hot passes it while blue-green does not, even though its definition ("A color about midway between blue and green in the spectrum." RHUD) shows it is not subordinate; the test "to X.Y is to X and to Y" is in the same way not discriminating as it is positive for almost any V.V compound, even though verbs like blowdry and crash-land, which are made of a taxonym and its hypernym, are not coordinate, the first verb being a marker of manner that is subordinate to the second one (blowing something is a way of drying it; crashing something is a way of landing it).
12 Coordination refers to same-level ordering, which means in the present case that there is no dependency of one compounding element upon the other. It is therefore natural to assume that internal word order is somewhat arbitrary in coordinate compounds whereas it is strictly constrained in subordinate compounds. This leads to the formulation of a metalinguistic test applicable to all lexical categories: "the compound X.Y could be named Y.X". This approach is superior to the previous one as it does justice to the intuitions remarked above: dog wolf, eastsouth, and green-blue are acceptable forms, but pigeon carrier, hot-red, dry-blow, and land-crash are counterintuitive to denote the concepts associated with the corresponding X.Y forms. Passing the reversibility test is therefore a sufficient criterion to determine the coordinate status of a compound; the test is however not ideal, as it does not work with coordinate compounds whose elements denote asynchronous events or actions, such as murder-suicide 13 and freeze-dry.
Noun-noun compounds
In view of the data, three major semantic types of N.N coordinate compounds need to be distinguished, each one corresponding to a specific test-sentence: (ex.: ape-man, bear cat, bull terrier, bullmastiff, troutperch, wolf dog) . The typology can sometimes be refined, as in the case of the last subcategory of hybrid compounds: bull terrier, bullmastiff, and wolf dog exemplify genetic hybridity, and ape-man, bear cat, and troutperch perceptual hybridity (ape-man does not denote the hybrid offspring of an ape and a man, but the "missing link" in the phylogenesis of Hominini; similarly, Ailurus fulgens and Percopsis omiscomaycus are not crossbreeds). Even though they are very scarce in English, three other types of N.N coordinate compounds need to be mentioned as they belong to semantic categories that are well-established in a wide variety of languages. 15 Collective, hypernymic, and tautological compounds all belong to the additional type, but they differ from the prototype as none passes the standard additionality test. In the case of collective compounds, the test is negative when the compound is in the singular, but positive when it is pluralized: *an It is therefore preferable to conclude that there is no clear perceptual boundary between the hybrid coordinate reading and the subordinate reading of a two-colour compound.
Verb-verb compounds
V.V coordinate compounds belong to three semantic categories: asynchronous compounds, synchronous compounds, and disjunctive compounds. The relation of asynchrony between the compounding elements is identified through the paraphrase "to X and then to Y". Asynchronous V.V compounds are either verbs (ex.: drop-kick, freeze-dry, tie-dye) or adjectives (ex.: cook-chill, drink-drive, fly-drive, push-pull, read-write, roll-on roll-off, stop-go, stop-start) . 21 Some of the deverbal compounds -push-pull, stop-go, stop-start -differ from the prototype as their semantics include an iterative nuance, which makes them alternate compounds ("to X and to Y alternately") . The relation of synchrony is antithetical to that of asynchrony, and is identified through the paraphrase "to X and to Y at the same time". Synchronous compounds are either verbs (ex.: sleepwalk, 22 stir-fry) or adjectives (ex.: win-win, work-study) . Disjunctive compounds put together compounding elements which are disjunctively related ("X or Y") . This reading is exemplified by the noun lend-lease and the adjective pass-fail.
21 Cook-chill, fly-drive, push-pull, and roll-on roll- 
Conclusion
The aim of this article has been to make substantial progress in the description of the semantics of -Spanish: gallipavo < gallo "cock" + pavo "peacock" = turkey 24 -Portuguese: verdisseco < verde "green" + seco "dry" = half-dry -Italian: dormiveglia < dormire "sleep" + vegliare "be awake" = a state intermediate between sleeping and being awake Bauer, Dvandva. 24 In present-day Spanish, pavo denotes a turkey, and pavo real a peacock, but gallipavo was coined by the early conquistadores.
A contrastive approach is no doubt the most fruitful path to explore if one wants to delve deeper into the semantic intricacies of coordinate compounding, but this can only be done after gathering a wealth of data in a host of typologically diverse languages, and as this task cannot be automated, this domain will need a lot of collective time and effort to be precisely charted cross-linguistically.
